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WELCOME 
 

Dear Student and Parent/Carer 

 

I am delighted to share with you our Key Stage 4 curriculum booklet for the academic year of September 2022.   

Please save the booklet somewhere easy to access to allow you to reference it in the coming weeks. 

As a school we are fully committed to ensuring that all our students have equality of opportunity in accessing  

the curriculum, yet recognise that this does not mean that all students will undertake the same number of  

subjects to the same examination level. Each and every student will be supported to select a combination of  

subjects which is best suited to their individual educational journey. Senior leaders, form tutors and our student 

support team are all available to help students make the best choices. 

 

The following pages give a general overview of the Key Stage 4 curriculum and outline the content of GCSE courses  

on offer as well as information on the process of ‘How to make your choice.’ We will endeavour to accommodate  

students’ and parent/ carers’ wishes, although unfortunately we cannot always guarantee to meet first choices. The  

final selection of subjects remains the responsibility of SET Saxmundham School. 

 

Students, parent/ carers and school working together through the GCSE option process and beyond is key to students’ achievement and therefore we recommend 

that this booklet is read in conjunction with each student’s reports and advice from staff. There will be further opportunities for parent/ carers and students to liaise 

with staff directly to support the decision making process over the course of the next few weeks. 

 

Yours faithfully 

Mr N Philpott 

Deputy Head of School 
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Core curriculum 
 

All students, irrespective of pathway, will follow the same core curriculum. The details of which are summarised below: 

  Qualification/Curriculum Content Awarding Body Awarding Body 

English 

Maths 

Science 

Physical 

Education 

PSHE 

(Personal 

Development and   

Philosophy & Ethics) 

English GCSE; 

English Literature GCSE.  

Edexcel 

Mathematics GCSE; 

Statistics GCSE.  
Edexcel 

Two Science GCSE qualifications; AQA 

Core PE which is non-examined and focused on healthy lifestyle and exercise. N/A 

This is a non-examined subject and covers statutory curriculum content: sex and 

relationships, drug education, careers education and preparation for work/further education 

etc. It also covers religious education and British Values in the 21st century. 

N/A 
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Core curriculum (cont.) 
 

 

Maths GCSE 
Exam board – EDEXCEL 

At SET Saxmundham, we follow Edexcel Maths and Statistics at GCSE.   

How will I be assessed? 

For GCSE Maths there are 3 exam papers at the end of the course, one non 

calculator and two calculator papers.  It comprises of 5 skills areas: Algebra, 

Geometry, Data Handling, Proportion and Number all of which form 20% of the 

assessed content in the exam. 

For GCSE Statistics, which is a separate GCSE in its own right, there are 2 exams at 

the end of the course both of which allow calculators.  Statistics takes the data 

handling from Maths and expands on it further with more emphasis on data 

collection and interpretation.  Statistics is very useful for students who go on to 

study biology, psychology, economics, sports science and geography.   

 

 

As the most widely used application of Maths a good understanding of statistics 

comes in very useful for a wide range of careers from journalism to scientific 

researcher and many other careers in-between. 

 

Maths itself also has a lot of skills that cross over well to a range of occupations. At 

an academic elite level engineering is a big application of Maths. Although at an 

essential skills level many jobs require a good working knowledge of percentages and 

averages. 
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GCSE English 
Exam board – Edexcel 

English Language GCSE:  Paper 1 – fiction, Paper 2 – non-fiction 

English Literature GCSE:  Paper 1 – Shakespeare and Post-1914,   

Paper 2 – 19th Century Novel and Poetry  

 

 

English Language 

In this subject, students will learn to analyse and critique a range of unseen extracts 

from past to present through their language study across two years. They will also 

learn full texts from the literary canon as well as a range of historical and 

contemporary poetry. Creativity is endorsed through fiction writing, and 

transactional (non-fiction) writing tasks ensure that students are well prepared for 

the wider world. 

 

English Language exams consist of unseen extracts analysed through a prescribed 

question style. Students are prepared for this through extensive analysis of a range of  

extracts across fiction (Paper 1) and Non-fiction (Paper 2) so that, whatever the text, 

they have the skills to answer the question.  

 

English Literature 

English literature exams cover a known text e.g. Macbeth, but through an unknown 

question. Thorough teaching of themes, characters, events and quotations ensures 

that students are prepared for the questions they are asked. Students are expected to 

know whole texts from memory well enough to tackle questions from any stage of 

the storyline and do not have copies of the texts in the exams.  

 

The skills learned in English are infinitely flexible and this subject is seen as the 

‘gateway’ to all others. Clarity of expression and accuracy of communication are 

sought-after employment skills and oracy feeds into all aspects of public-facing and 

communication-based roles.  

 

Science Overview 
Examinations Awarding Body: AQA 

At SET Saxmundham the majority of students take Combined Science: Trilogy, which 

gives a combined double grade across the three subjects. Preparation for this course 

has already begun for students in Year 9.  

How will I be assessed? 

The qualification is 100% examined (no coursework). There are six exams in total 
(two in each Science). Each exam is worth 70 marks.  

Practicals are a really important part of the Science course and the students will 

complete a wide range of investigations, learning and using a variety of skills. The 

practical component is assessed through questions in the exam, so it is important that 

students think carefully about the methods they plan and follow, and the data they 

collect. To support students in this, they are provided with a Lab Book, which guides 

them through the practicals and serves as a record of their results and ideas.  

 

Careers 

Science is widely viewed as a core subject and will therefore often feature alongside 

English and Maths as a requirement for a wide variety of post-16 course options. 

Science is a demanding subject, which draws heavily upon students’ literacy and 

numeracy as well as their ability to interpret and explain complex phenomena. 

Therefore, a pass in Science GCSE is seen as a good indicator of academic ability, 

even on courses that are not directly related to Science itself. 

 

Scientific fields include medicine, engineering, agriculture, food sciences, materials 

sciences, the chemical industry, energy provision, electronics, environmental sciences 

and many, many more. There are many different routes into these fields, such as A 

Levels, BTEC courses and apprenticeships. Good grades in GCSE Sciences will help 

with entry onto these courses.  

 

Separate Sciences 

Some students may decide to take a Separate Sciences option (also known as Triple 

Science). This is worth an extra GCSE. Separate Sciences provides excellent 

preparation for A- Level Sciences, and we recommend students considering pursuing 

A Levels in sciences at sixth form level opt for Separate Sciences at GCSE. 
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Core PE 

 

At SET Saxmundham, we strive to create a culture which offers the very best 

experience for all ability levels within Physical Education allowing students to grow 

and become life-long participants in healthy, active lifestyles. Our fully inclusive 

curriculum aims to inspire a generation to enjoy not only the physical, but also mental 

and social benefits that sport and physical education brings, allowing each and every 

student to flourish and help them to become well-rounded young adults.  

Our ethos in Physical Education strongly reflects the school ethos of the 6Cs to 

success. Through the means of physical activity and a knowledge rich curriculum, 

students are encouraged to display the values of co-operation; working together to 

achieve success through teamwork, communication and problem solving. To show 

commitment in learning knowledge and technical skills which allows them to make 

progress towards living healthy, active lifestyles in which physical activity is at its 

heart. To develop confidence, in allowing students to become young leaders right 

from the very start of Year 7 that support, encourage others and aspire to achieve in 

areas beyond the classroom. To meet challenges head on and to overcome them 

using the expertise and support around them and to celebrate each and every 

individual success as a community through the ethos of sportsmanship. 

As a knowledge-engaged curriculum we believe that knowledge underpins and enables 

the application of skills and as a result both are entwined. As a department we 

facilitate the sharing of the powerful knowledge our students need and help them 

recall it by having a carefully planned curriculum that allows progression for all,  

 

allowing the students in Year 9 and above to start to plot their own Physical 

Education development. The groundwork for these pathway choices is developed 

from the knowledge and skills students develop in Year 7 and 8, allowing students to 

succeed at not only exam level, but also allowing life-long habits to form through 

inclusivity and fun.  

 

Through Physical Education each and every student has the opportunity to thrive. 
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The new style 

GCSEs 
GCSE stands for General Certificate of Secondary Education. It is the official 

certificate for all 16-year-old pupils in England and Wales. The majority of the 

new GCSEs are assessed 100% through examination at the end of Year 11. 

There are however a minority of GCSEs which have some form of controlled 

assessments which take place over the two-year course and make up a 

percentage of the final grade. These assessments take place in lessons with 

teacher supervision and often involve some element of being completed under 

exam conditions. 

The main differences are that the new GCSEs are designed to be more rigorous 

in content with more emphasis on end of course examinations and they are also 

graded 9-1 rather than A*-G. This is a diagram that shows how the numbers 

equate to the A*- G grading system on the traditional ‘old style’ GCSEs. 

What do these changes to the new GCSE’s mean to students and their 
options? 

The recently reformed GCSEs are more examination centred than ever before, 

with an increased emphasis on the final examination at the end of Year 11. 

There are less subjects with continual assessment or controlled assessments. 

Be aware that GCSE subjects that have traditionally been very practically 

orientated (e.g. Drama and PE) have had an increase in importance towards the 

written examination. Make sure you check exactly how each GCSE you are 

interested in is assessed. 

Most of the ‘new’ GCSEs have three examinations at the end of Year 11; think 

about how many final examinations you will have when making your choices. 

The ‘new’ GCSEs are going to be harder than the old GCSEs, especially the core 

subjects.  



   

Alice Cosgrove, from Friston, will be attending  

Farlingaye Sixth Form where she hopes to  

study History, Psychology, Sociology, and  

English Literature. 

The 16-year-old was awarded two 9s in English  

Language and History, two grade 8s in English  

Literature and Geography. The rest were 7s,  

6 s, 5s and 4s. 

“I was sad that I wasn’t able to finish my final  

portfolio due to lockdown as this would have  

given me a chance to show off everything I had  

learnt. At the end of each book you read, you  

must do a final piece and I found the two I did  

really fun.” 

Like others at SET Saxmundham School Alice  

describes the teachers as “really supportive”,  

crediting them for helping her through the  

lockdown and motivating her to carry on  

achieving the best of her ability.  

“They sent lots of work to keep our brains  

whirring and to get us ready for Sixth Form  

in September. During lockdown I spent lots  

of time with my family and also tried learning  

Italian! I’m not very good at languages and  

I’ve always wanted to learn one, so lockdown  

seemed the perfect opportunity to start. I’m  

hoping to go on holiday to Italy when this is  

over to put my learning into practice”. 
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Links to University and careers 
 

All students will take four options choices from the range of subjects on offer:  

Subject  Career/Educational Progression  

English English forms a suitable basis for a wide variety of university courses and can lead to careers in advertising, law, personnel, publishing, marketing, 

teaching, administration, politics, journalism, and the media, for example. 

Maths Mathematics is a key subject for the majority of careers and a grade 5 pass in mathematics is a pre-requisite for many colleges and universities. 

Students could go on to study maths at A Level or university or use their subject knowledge to complement a wide range of other areas of study 

or employment; for example, science, computing, geography, law, technology, education and physiotherapy. 

Science Studying any of the courses offered in science provides numerous career and further education opportunities including BTEC, NVQs and A 

levels. Students can go on to study medicine, pharmacy, physiotherapy, education, forensic science, engineering, veterinary care, astronomy and 

many other science-based courses at University. It will also complement careers in law, technology, computing and journalism. 

History History links well with most subjects.  It provides a good foundation for further study at Advanced Level.  The study of history can also lead to 

careers in banking, law, retailing, accountancy, journalism, advertising, the Civil Service, politics, computing, teaching, administration and 

personnel work.  GCSE history shows that you have good written, oral and analytical skills, which are all things all employers want to see. 

3D Design This subject combines both theory and practical to ensure students are well placed to progress onto other design-oriented subjects, including 

architecture, product design, automotive design, textiles & fashion. The problem-solving attitudes developed are helpful in any career path. 

Geography Geography is very flexible and uses skills from many other subjects to help you to understand the world around you.  It provides you with the 

ability to see a balanced point of view about current issues.  People with a qualification in geography can be found in a wide variety of jobs 

including accountancy, banking, travel and tourism, environmental planning, retailing, estate agency, archaeology, environmental science and 

many more.  It is useful in other jobs, such as administration and personnel work as employers value the flexibility of thought and decision 

making skills that geography provides you with.  As well as preparing you for future jobs and education, geography enables you to understand 

the issues of a complex world. 

Public Services  The public services course enables students to move onto further and higher education in the many areas of public services.  The skills developed 

will also be useful for a multitude of other subject areas.  
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Links to University and careers (cont.) 
 

Languages Language skills are a useful addition to a curriculum vitae considering that many major companies offering employment in the UK have links with 

Europe and French and Italian are widely used in travel and tourism.  A GCSE can be the foundation for further study at a higher level. Language 

skills can lead to careers in interpreting, translating, civil service, secretarial services, sales, marketing, engineering, accounting, insurance, banking, 

tourism, broadcasting, journalism, library work, airline services etc. It is often the case that universities, particularly Russell Group universities, 

will require a language at GCSE (regardless of the degree itself). 

Art This course offers natural progression to Advanced Level in Art which are recognised for entry to a variety of degree courses.  It equips pupils 

with a portfolio of work to fulfil the requirements for entry to university courses.  The folder of work and sketchbooks produced can be 

helpful in gaining employment or further study in the areas of commercial/graphics studios, publishing, theatre and stage design, architecture, 

product design, applied design, manufacturing, fashion industry, textiles, computer technology in industry/film/video links, and television. 

V-Cert Health   

& Fitness 

Possible career routes are endless; sport is one of the fastest growing industries in the current world and shows no signs of declining in future 

years.  Current job opportunities include teaching, development officers, physiotherapy, the armed forces, coaching and sports administration 

and management. 

Business Studies Business Studies prepares students for a variety of college courses. Many careers also involve the need for a range of skills you learn through 

the course, such as communication, understanding finance and working as part of a team. Business studies can also lead to a business-related 

profession such as accountancy, law, marketing or the leisure and tourism industry.  

Food Technology The course will enable you to continue with further education and progression to college and university. There will be opportunities for a 

career within the hospitality and catering industry.  

Drama Many employers recognise the communicative and interpersonal skills that pupils acquire on a drama course.  Primarily this course aims to use 

drama to give you the confidence to conduct yourself with empathy and maturity in the world in which you live. It does this by teaching you 

how to make meaning of the world through drama.  You will be able to use drama skills in different aspects of your life – both personally and 

professionally. 

Music Music is a good choice for those who play an instrument or take singing lessons as it fits well with any combination of subjects and provides a 

course involving practical and analytical skills. Music is also highly regarded as an academic qualification for entry to other University courses.  A 

qualification in this subject is a great asset for anyone contemplating a career in music or teaching.  Careers in music include performing, 

teaching, composing, music therapy and the recording industry. 

Computer Science GCSE Computer Science helps you think about how technology is created. You will develop skills that colleges, universities and employers are 

looking for – and they’ll prove valuable for the rest of your life. GCSE Computer Science goes really well with lots of other subjects, especially 

the sciences, fashion, textiles, music, maths and art and design. 

Subject  Career/Educational Progression  
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Making choices 
 

 

DO  

 

Choose courses in which you are likely to achieve success. 

 

Choose courses you are interested in and which you are likely to enjoy. 

 

Think about the variety within your curriculum as you select your subjects and try 

to arrive at a balance which matches your talents. 

 

Remember that all courses are of an equal standard and value. 

 

Choose courses that fit with your future needs. 

 

Look carefully at the balance of subjects being considered. It is important to take 

into account the workload that subject choices will entail. Some subjects will 

require more reading and writing than others, whereas some subjects offer a 

practical element, e.g. Art, Drama and Music. 

 

Pay attention to the method of assessment and choose a subject where you know 

you can obtain a high percentage of marks. 

 

Talk to your parents/carers, your teachers and careers staff. Although they will not 

want to make the decision for you, they will each have an important perspective. 

 
 

DO NOT 

 

Choose subjects just because your friends are choosing them. 

 

Choose a subject just because you get on well with your teacher. You might well 

have a different teacher at KS4. 

 

Do not choose a subject because you think it will be easy. All subjects have equally 

difficult elements and require full commitment. 
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Further information 
 
 

What if options are over or undersubscribed? 

As options are ranked in priority by each student the School will review this and may  

make a decision based on this information. If the School is unable to run a subject that  

a student has chosen their next ranked choice will be upgraded in priority. 

 

Random selection for an oversubscribed course is a last resort. 

 

Reserve choices are often important as subjects can be over or undersubscribed.  

 

The options process is an exciting and sometimes daunting time for many  

students. We aim to make this as smooth and enjoyable as possible. In order  

to make sure students receive the best possible support there are many  

avenues of contact available to you. 
 

 

 

Head of School – Ms C Watson 

Deputy Head of School (KS4) - Mr N Philpott 

SENCO - Ms L Sheehan 

 

Subject contacts 

English - Mrs A Mellor 

Maths – Mr N Philpott 

Science - Mr L Mynott 

Art - Ms L Sheehan/Ms F Osborne 

MFL – Mr N Philpott 

Geography - Mr J Woolven 

History - Mr J MacRae 

Music – Mrs C Durrant 

PE / Health & Fitness - Mr K Palmer/Ms F Keith 

3D Design and Food - Mr M Bilverstone/Ms F Osborne 

Computer Science - Mr N Philpott 

Public Services – Ms F Keith 

Business Studies – Mr N Philpott 

Drama – Mr C Paylor 

 



   

David Chishaya, aged 16  

from Saxmundham, received  

two grade 9s, three grade  

8 s, four grade 7s and one  

grade 6. His grade 9s were  

in Physics and Biology. David  

is going to Sixth Form  

at Farlingaye to continue  

with his studies in science  

and hopes to one day get  

into Oxford University. He  

spent much of lockdown  

working towards his bronze  

DofE medal, which SET  

Saxmundham gave him the  

opportunity to achieve.  
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ART & DESIGN GCSE  
 

Examinations Awarding Body: Eduqas Board  

What will I learn? 

The course we have chosen for you is the Eduqas Board Specification and  

we believe it offers a sound structure for you to follow, with the flexibility  

to explore your own ideas as you gain confidence and understanding. You 

will be required to keep a Personal Portfolio which will form a substantial  

part of your coursework. Within this Personal Portfolio you will be  

expected to produce work in school, at home and on visits. It is a  

mandatory requirement of the course and must be looked after  

and treasured. 

  

GCSE Art and Design is all about developing visual ideas and for those that enjoy  

making practical pieces of artwork. The main areas are drawing and painting,  

mixed-media, printmaking and sculpture. An enquiring mind and a willingness to learn  

new techniques are essential. You will learn about significant artists and designers from 

the past and about contemporary artists. The skills you learn will be varied. Among  

them will be a working knowledge of the materials, practices and technology of art and 

design, the skills to analyse and experiment and how best to move your ideas forward. 

 

Thinking skills will be developed alongside the practical activities to encourage  

creative the subject if you are creative or ‘’good at drawing’’ you may have the basic  

skills to thinking. Students become aware of art theory and wider cultural influences.  

Students succeed. It is also necessary to be interested in the meaning behind practical  

work. keep a Personal Portfolio, to explore themes and develop personal responses for  

projects.  The subject is studied as a way of both recording and communicating ideas.  

 

Personal Portfolio: 

What is a Personal Portfolio?  

You may know this better as a ‘sketchbook’, but to get away from the idea that it has  

to be filled with sketches or even has to be a book, we now call it a Personal Portfolio. 

 

 

It is really a visual diary recording your journey through GCSE Art. It is your 

passport to success, and should be ‘treasured’, ‘loved’, ‘enjoyed’ and filled 

with visually exciting and stimulating images. You must ensure your Personal 

Portfolio makes sense and shows progression. It must also meet all the 

Assessment Objectives for each piece of coursework, and should be done to 

the best of your ability.   

Materials: 

You will need to equip yourself with certain materials to ensure you are able 

to complete homework and research tasks:  Pencils (HB, 2B, 4B), rubber, 

sharpener, colouring pencils, scissors, pritt-stick, ruler, paints and brushes. 

Is there anything else I need to know? 

It is not just about being “good” at drawing or painting it is about having 

an interest in all things visual and wanting to learn more. 

Future opportunities 

Art & Design GCSE can lead to an AS or A level in Art & Design or a 

BTEC Level or equivalent. There are a vast number of courses at 

university under the umbrella of Art & Design. Some possible careers in 

Art and Design are: Advertising designer, Animator, Art therapist, 

Ceramicist, Corporate identity designer, Editorial illustrator,  

Electronic image designer, Exhibition designer, Fashion illustrator, 

Fashion stylist, Film director/producer, maker, Fine art conservator, 

Furniture designer, Gallery administrator, Illustrator, Image animator, 

Industrial designer, Interior designer, Landscape designer, Lettering 

artist, Magazine designer, Model maker, Photographer, Printmaker, 

Publicity designer, Sculptor, Silversmith/jeweller, Teacher, Technical 

illustrator, Theatre designer and Typographer. 
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 How will I be assessed? 

Component 1: The Personal Portfolio is worth 60%  

Component 2 : Externally Set Assignment is worth 40% 

Most students have heard the daunting rumours of 10 hour exams in Art…this is true, 

but must be understood in the correct context! Externally Set Assignment papers 

containing themes and a variety of starting points are issued in January of Year 11. 

Candidates then interpret their chosen theme in a project which addresses the 

Assessment Objectives. They have the whole Spring term to develop their ideas and 

produce a plan for a final piece of their choice. The 10 hour assessment is used to 

complete their outcome across two days…the candidates are entirely in control of 

their work at this point and have access to all preparatory work. The whole project 

accounts for 40% of the GCSE. 

 

The Four Assessment Objectives : 

• Develop ideas through investigations, demonstrating critical understanding of 

sources 

• Refine work by exploring ideas, selecting and experimenting with appropriate 

media, materials, techniques and processes 

• Record ideas, observations and insights relevant to intentions as work progresses 

• Present a personal and meaningful response that realises intentions and 

demonstrates understanding of visual language 

 

What are the entry requirements?  

The main requirement is that you enjoy having visual ideas and a desire to learn 

practical skills. If you are interested in art or design and you have an aptitude for he 

subject if you are creative or ‘’good at drawing’’ you may have the basic skills to 

succeed. It is also necessary to be interested in the meaning behind practical work.  

 

Homework:  

You will be expected to do a minimum of an hour a week. However it is fully  

expected that those wishing to attain the higher grades will put in considerably  

more time than this. It must be understood that homework will build up a considerable 

amount of your Personal Portfolio and without this Personal  

Portfolio you will not achieve the level expected. 
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MFL – French and Italian 
 

 

General information 

The key to success in Modern Languages is regular learning of 

manageable amounts of grammar and vocabulary.  We have recently 

invested in a new course that is supported by Kerboodle, an online 

package that offers a range of support materials, as well as a digital 

version of the course books which we follow.  Practise in all four skills 

using topic specific material will hence be at the heart of every good 

language lesson.  Lessons are varied and enjoyable, using a wide variety of 

resources and materials, with increasing emphasis on examination 

techniques as the course progresses.   

Linguists are highly valued in the working world and having a language will open 

many doors.  There are many opportunities to study abroad as part of your degree 

course and career opportunities are diverse, ranging from the legal and diplomatic 

worlds to commerce, journalism and interpreting.  Scientists, engineers and doctors 

are also all known to benefit from having a language, if not two, hence by continuing 

with languages, a bright future awaits.   

 

The topics you will study are: 

Family, friendships, technology, leisure and customs; Home town, social and global 

issues, travel and tourism; School, future plans, jobs. 

Breakdown of marks 

The course is linear which means that all exams will be sat at the end of the two year 

course.  All languages have a Foundation Tier (grades 1-5) and Higher Tier (grades 4-
9), and all pupils must take all four skills, which are equally weighted, at the same tier. 

  

Paper Length Tasks 

1 Listening 35 minutes (F) 

45 minutes (H) 

Questions to be answered non-

verbally, in English and in the target 

language. 

2 Speaking 7-9 minutes (F) 

10-12 minutes 

(H) 

A role-play, a photo card, and a general 

conversation. 

 3 Reading  45 minutes (F) 

60 minutes (H)  

Questions to be answered non-

verbally, in English and in the target 

language, plus a translation into English. 

4 Writing  60 minutes (F) 

75 minutes (H) 

Structured and open-ended writing 

tasks, plus a translation into the target 

language. 
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GEOGRAPHY 

GCSE 
Examinations Awarding Body: AQA  

General Information 

Geography is often quoted as the most sought-after qualification as it 

promotes flexibility, common sense and many other skills such as thinking 

problems through, handling complex issues and applying theory to 

examples from the real world. You will also learn how to read and draw 

maps, record and analyse fieldwork data and ask questions. 

 

Curriculum content 

The course is split into three sections: 

Unit 1 – Living with the Physical Environment 

Natural Hazards, Ecosystems including Rainforests & Extreme 

Environments, and Coasts & Rivers 

Unit 2 – Challenges in the Human Environment 

Urban Issues and Challenges including a study of London and Rio 

de Janeiro, Changing Economic World, Natural Resources 

Unit 3 – Geographical Applications 

Fieldwork and an Issue Evaluation, which contains a decision 

making exercise based on a pre-release resources booklet made 

available 12 weeks before the Unit 3 exam. 

 

 
How will I be assessed? 

There are three examinations at the end of Year 11: 

- Unit 1 (1hr 30mins) tests Physical Geography (3 topics) 
- Unit 2 (1hr 30mins) tests Human Geography (3 topics) 
- Unit 3 (1hr 15mins) tests Fieldwork and contains a Decision 

Making Exercise 
  

As part of the course, you will take part in two pieces 

of fieldwork which will allow you to investigate 

different geographical issues.   



 

 

16- year-old Emma Spicer,  

from Saxmundham,  

achieved two 9s, in Maths  

and Science, three 8s, a 7 in  

Computer Science, History,  

Music and Statistics, and  

two 5s. She says that  

she got on well with the  

teachers, as they helped to  

motivate her and achieve  

the grades she was hoping  

for. As well as joining the  

choir at school she took  

part in the annual school  

production in Year 7 and 9.  

She is going to Suffolk One  

and then hopefully off to  

university to study Law. 
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HISTORY  

  

 

 

General information  
The skills learned in the study of History are transferable to later life 

beyond GCSEs and will enable you to grow as a person. You will learn to 

make judgements and form arguments, support your views clearly and in 

a structured way. You will be able to differentiate between strong and 

weak sources of evidence, make inferences and be able to develop 

empathy. Students who obtain a qualification in History are highly valued 

in the job market. The skills which are practised are transferable to a 

wide range of careers such as lawyers, journalists, the media, marketing 

and management.  

  

Qualification aims and objectives   
The aims and objectives of this qualification are to enable students to:   

 develop and extend their knowledge and understanding of specified key events, 

periods and societies in local, British, and wider world history; and of the wide 

diversity of human experience. 

 engage in historical enquiry to develop as independent learners and as critical 

and reflective thinkers.   

 develop the ability to ask relevant questions about the past, to investigate 

issues critically and to make valid historical claims by using a range of sources in 

their historical context.  

 develop an awareness of why people, events and developments have been 

accorded historical significance and how and why different interpretations have 

been constructed about them.  

 organise and communicate their historical knowledge and understanding in 

different ways and reach substantiated conclusions.  

  
Curriculum content and assessment  
Paper 1 - Thematic study and Historic environment. Medicine in Britain, 

1250 - present & the British Sector of the Western Front 

The History of Medicine explores some of the most important questions in the 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

whole of history.  Today we live far longer than our ancestors did.  We are healthier 

and have more chance of surviving major illnesses.  So why has medicine - and our 

health - changed so much over the centuries?  Why do we live, on average, so much 

longer?  This unit poses and answers many of these change and continuity 

questions.  In addition, discover how individual strokes of brilliance, hard work and 

an element of luck have all shaped our lives today.  

  

In the Historic environment we build on our KS3 study of WWI.  Students will be 

exposed to numerous sources as they discover how medicine developed in this war 

to end all wars.  

  

Paper 2 - Period study and British depth study  

Anglo Saxon and Norman England  

This unit moves students from the later Anglo-Saxon period through the Norman 
invasions to the subsequent establishment of power in Medieval England by the 
Normans.  This period Is heavily studied and researched with fascinating changes in 
society and social hierarchy.   
    
The Cold War, 1941 -1991  

From the end of WWII until the early 1990’s tensions between the USA and USSR 

ebbed and flowed.  In this unit we pick up the narrative as WWII closes, a series of 

treaties followed by the spitting of Germany and Berlin.  The unit will study how 

the relationship between these two superpowers almost led to nuclear annihilation 

before the eventual collapse of the USSR entirely.  

  

Paper 3 - Modern depth study  

Weimar and Nazi Germany, 1918-1939  

Again expanding on KS3 history we look in depth at how Germany reacted to the 

conclusion of WWI.  As students study the unit they will be exposed to numerous 

sources of evidence to show how Germany recovered before economic disaster 

took hold and Hitler came to the fore.  The unit concludes looking at Nazi Germany 

and the police state, ending just as WWII begins.  
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MUSIC 
 

General information 

Musicians tend to be busy people who are well organised in their lives. 

Many musicians continue to play and sing throughout their lives, whether 
professionally or in amateur groups.  

Curriculum content 

Our students study the Edexcel course. 

Unit I: Performing Comprising 

two parts: 

The performance of one solo piece that is assessed and recorded internally 

(candidates should be approximately Grade 5 Associated Board standard at time of 

recording). The performance of one other piece during the course, which will be an 

ensemble for at least two players. The students must play an undoubled part. This is 

recorded internally. Total performance time must be at least four minutes. 

Unit 2: Composition 

This unit comprises of two compositions with a combined duration of at least three 

minutes: 

One composition to a brief set by Edexcel 

One composition of the candidate’s own choice 

Unit 3: Listening and Appraising 

The candidate will study the following set music including:  

Instrumental Music 1700-1820, Vocal Music, Music for Stage and Screen and Fusions. 

Pupils will be expected to be able to appraise unfamiliar music that has similar stylistic 

characteristics to the set works.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How will I be assessed? 

Breakdown of marks 

Controlled Assessment 

The controlled assessment comprises two sections: 

Performance - this will be completed in either concerts or class, normally at some 

time during Year 11. (30% of GCSE) 

Composing - this will be on going in lessons using Sibelius and Logic Pro X. (30% of  

GCSE) 

 Unit 3: Examination 

Trinity term of Year 11; 1 hour and 30 minutes (40% of GCSE) 

Section A 

Questions on extracts from the set works 

A melodic or rhythmic dictation question 

A question on an unfamiliar piece (related to a set work) 

Section B 

A comparison essay between an unfamiliar piece and one of the set works. 
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Examinations Awarding Body: NCFE V-Cert 

About this qualification 

This qualification is designed for learners who want an introduction to Health and 

Fitness that includes a vocational and project-based element. The qualification will 

appeal to learners who wish to pursue a career in the Health and Fitness sector or 

progress onto further study. 

 

This qualification is designed to match the rigour and challenge of GCSE study. The 

qualification is graded at Level 1 Pass/Merit/Distinction/Distinction* and Level 2 Pass/ 

Merit/Distinction/Distinction* (equivalent to GCSE grades 8-1). 

It is distinct from GCSE Physical Education, as it encourages the learner to use 

knowledge and practical tools to focus on supporting people with specific health and 

fitness goals. The study of health and fitness involves understanding the functions of 

the body systems, understanding the principles of training, and knowing how the 

body reacts in the short and long term to fitness activities, how to create and apply 

lifestyle analysis tools and how to create a fitness programme for a person with 

specific goals. 

 

What will the learner study as part of this qualification? This qualification 

shows learners how to:  

• understand and identify the main body systems and their functions  

• understand the principles of training and FITT  

• explore how physical activities affect the body in the short and long term • 

understand how relevant fitness tests can be used for specific health and skill 

components of fitness  

• understand different lifestyle analysis tools and how to apply them  

• create a health and fitness programme. 

 

 

 

 

Learners who achieve at Level 2 might consider  

progression to Level 3 qualifications post-16 such as: 

  

• Level 3 Applied Generals in:  

o Sport Studies        o Sport and Physical Activity  

o Sports Performance and Excellence  o Sport and Exercise Science 

 

• Level 3 Technical Levels in:  

o Sport and Physical Activity   

o Personal Training  

o Personal Training and Behaviour Change  

o Exercise Science and Personal Training 

o Fitness Services      

o Personal Training for Health, Fitness and Performance  

o Physical Activity and Exercise Science  

 

• A Level in Physical Education and Sport. This will support progression to higher 

education. 

• Learners could also progress into employment or onto an apprenticeship. Learners 

could also progress into employment or onto an apprenticeship. The understanding 

and skills gained through this qualification could be useful to progress onto an 

apprenticeship in the health and fitness sector through a variety of occupations 

which are available within the sector, such as Health Assistants, Fitness Instructors 

or Personal Trainers. 

How will I be assessed? 

40% external examination, 60% School Assessed Synoptic Project 

 

 

V-CERT HEALTH & FITNESS 
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Curriculum content 

Three-dimensional design is defined here as the design, prototyping and 

modelling or making of primarily functional and aesthetic products, 

objects, and environments, drawing upon intellectual, creative and 
practical skills. 

Our students study the AQA course in Art and Design (3Dimensional Design). 

  

What will you need to do for this qualification? 

• Research designers, ideas and sources of inspiration to help them develop their 

own Design and Making. 

• Explore a range of media and materials. 

• Respond to a brief. 

How will I be assessed? 

There are two main parts to the qualification: coursework and an external 
examination: 

Coursework makes up 60% of the final grade, and begins on the first day of the 

course – students build up a portfolio of work demonstrating their ability to 

understand Design, and apply that understanding creatively in a range of contexts at a 

range of scales. It will include one or more of architectural design, sculpture, 

ceramics, product design, jewellery and body adornment, interior design, 

environmental/landscape/garden design, exhibition design, 3D digital design, designs 

for theatre, film and television. 

The exam section makes up 40% of the final grade, and will take ten hours of 
workshop time, with preparation beforehand. 

 

 

 

 

 

Where does it take you? 

Using the skills developed in this course, students can go on to most Design-oriented 

oriented courses and careers; Product Design, Engineering, commercial Crafting and 

sculptural Arts. The final destination will be heavily influenced by individual student 

choices during the course. 

 
 

 

3D DESIGN - GCSE 
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PUBLIC SERVICES 
 

 

Examinations Awarding Body: PEARSON BTEC Level 1/ LEVEL 2 First 
Award in Public Services 

Curriculum content 

The rationale for all qualifications in the BTEC First suite in Public 

Services is to inspire and enthuse learners to consider a career in the 

public service sector.  The course gives learners the opportunity to gain a 

broad knowledge and understanding of, and develop skills in, the public 

service sector which are transferrable to many careers.  This course will 

support progression into a more specialised Level 3 vocational or 

academic course that can be continued at college or as an apprenticeship 

thus giving learners the potential opportunity, in due course, to enter 

employment within a wide range of junior job roles across the public 

service sector, for example entry level jobs within the armed services or 

non-uniformed services. 

The course provides opportunities for the development of transferable skills related 

to study and vocational application that provide a platform for success both within 

the public services and elsewhere. 

The specific aims of the Pearson BTEC Level 1/Level 2 First Award in Public Services 

are to enable learners to develop a broad and comprehensive understanding of the 

public service sector and to provide relevant and appropriate public services content 

for 14-16 year olds. 

What can I do with this subject when I leave school? 

• Other Level 2 vocational qualifications 

• Level 3 vocational qualifications, such as BTEC Nationals, specifically the Pearson 

BTEC Level 3 in Public Services (QCF) 

• Related academic qualifications  

• Employment, in due course, within junior roles across the public service sector, for 

example entry-level posts in the armed services, other uniformed services or non-

uniformed services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Learners who achieve the qualification at Level 1 may progress to related Level 2 

• Vocational or academic qualifications, such as BTECs or GCSEs. 

 

How will I be assessed? 

The core units within this qualification ensure that all learners will develop a 

knowledge that underpins learning in other units in the qualification (Unit 1: 

The Role and Work of the Public Services) and practical and vocational skills (Unit 2: 
Working Skills in the Public Service Sector). 

These units will be cemented with a further two units which shall be decided upon 

once the class has been created in order to best suit the skills and interest of the 

class.  These units include employment, health, fitness and lifestyle or community 

protection. 

The course includes one externally assessed unit. This will assist learners as they 

progress either into higher levels of vocational learning or to related academic 

qualifications, by providing independent assessment evidence of learning alongside the 

portfolio-based assessment. This approach will also assist learners in developing a 

range of transferable skills, and in applying their knowledge in unfamiliar contexts. 

The remaining units are internally assessed. Evidence for assessment can be generated 

through a range of activities, including role play, practical performance and verbal 

presentations. It is expected that learners will use local examples, wherever possible, 
and to engage with local employers for support and input. 
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Computers are widely used in all aspects of business, industry, 

government, education, leisure and the home. 

In this increasingly technological age, the study of computer science, and 

particularly how computers are used in the solution of a variety of 

problems, is not only valuable to the learners but also essential to the 

future well-being of the country. 

This qualification provides students with the opportunity of operating confidently in 

today’s digital world, and enabling them to apply computational thinking in context. 

Students will study how computers work, how to write programs and how data is 

represented and handled in applications. Students will develop analytical and problem 

solving skills and gain experience of meeting end-user requirements. The content is 

highly mathematical and requires a high level of logical reasoning.  

 

The following topics will be studied: 

Algorithms 

Programming 

Data Representation 

Computer systems and networks 

Cyber security  

Software development 

 

To succeed in this course students should be interested in how computers work.  

An interest in how to solve logic and mathematical puzzles is also desirable. 

 

 

 

  

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
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DRAMA  

 
 
General information  
GCSE Drama will equip you with a wide range of transferable skills, many 

of which will prepare you for the outside world. Drama students develop a 

huge range of interpersonal skills and are widely acknowledged as being 

excellent communicators. Lessons will provide you with a forum to 

develop your leadership skills and you will gain an understanding of how to 

work effectively with others. Drama will allow you to improve your self 

confidence whilst developing your own creativity. You will be given the 

opportunity to develop an understanding of a range of performance styles 

and hopefully a lasting enjoyment and appreciation of theatre.  

 

Curriculum content  

Component 01/02  

Devising Drama  

Students will create their own devised performance based on a chosen stimulus 

from the exam board stimulus paper. In addition to the performance, students will 

be marked on an accompanying portfolio with evidence of the process and decisions 

made whilst creating and developing their performance.  

 

Component 03/04  

Presenting and Performing Text  

Students will take part in a showcase, demonstrating their chosen skills in a live 

performance. Students will perform in or design for two performances from one text. 

Students will be required to produce an accompanying document, which outlines 

their intentions for and approach to the performance showcase.  

 

Component 05  

Drama Performance and Response   

This component requires students to study text and performance.   

 

For Section A, students study one performance text in detail from a set list given by 

the exam board. This section of the paper will contain questions which require  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

short and medium length answers. It assesses students’ knowledge and understanding 

of how drama is developed and performed. In Section B, students will be required to 

analyse and evaluate a live theatre performance they have seen using accurate 

subject-specific terminology.   

 

Breakdown of marks  

 Devising Drama - Controlled assessment worth 30% of the total GCSE grade 

 

 Presenting and Performing Plays and Texts - Examination worth 30% of the 

total  

 

 GCSE Drama Performance and Response - Examination worth 40% of the  

total GCSE  

 

Opportunities for Field Work and Trips:   

There will be a number of trips over the two-year course, which will provide you 

with the opportunity to experience first-rate professional theatre.  
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Business Studies  

 
 

General information  
Business studies is completely relevant to the world in which we live 

today, providing students with realistic learning experiences which they 

can carry into life. You will learn how to use relevant terms, concepts  

and methods effectively to describe business and economic behaviour. 

 

Business studies is a new course at SET Saxmundham and the exact 

content and examination will depend on the cohort who choose 

the subject.  

 

Business studies will emphasise the ever-changing character of business, the 

diverse nature of business enterprise and the interdependence of the various 

parts of the business world. The course will be practical, applied and exciting.  

 

Students will develop the ability to communicate effectively, problem solve, 

manage their time, work as part of a team and make decisions.  

 

Students will be expected to draw on their own experiences of business 

situations, research local businesses, find out business information from family 

and friends and keep aware of current business activity in the wider world 

through watching the news/business programmes on TV and reading articles in 

papers and on the internet.  

 

Even if you do not want to study business further you will benefit from 

developing skills which are suitable to all future careers. 
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FOOD/CATERING 
 

General information 

As Food is a new subject in Key Stage 4 the exact course will be decided 

based on the cohort who choose the subject. Whichever examination we 

put in place there will be the opportunity for creativity with a focus on 

practical cooking skills. The aim is to ensure students develop a thorough 

understanding of nutrition, food provenance and the working 

characteristics of food materials.   

 

Students will develop knowledge, understanding and the necessary skills required 

to cook and apply the principles of food science, nutrition and healthy eating.  

 

There will be an expectation that students complete practical and 

theoretical assignments. 

 

Where does it take you? 

The Food industry is the biggest manufacturing industry in the country. A large 

proportion of people in Suffolk are employed in either food production or catering. 

Using the skills developed in this course, students can go on to further study at A 

level, a vocational course at one of the local colleges or an apprenticeship. Future 

possible careers include: Chef, catering manager, baker, food production manager, 

food technologist, brewer, restaurant or café owner. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

16- year-old Lucy Payne, who lives near  

Framlingham, took Design & Technology,  

French, Geography, History, Statistics,  

Combined Science. She is “very  

surprised” to have achieved a 9 and  

three 8s. 

“I really wasn’t expecting this. It’s  

quite a shock for me. I lowered my  

expectations so that I wouldn’t be as  

disappointed. I’m a bit taken aback now  

at how great these results are.” 

Lucy is going to Farlingaye Sixth Form  

where she will be taking History, English  

Literature and Geography. She isn’t sure  

of her career path but will probably do  

modern history as a degree. 

When talking about SET Saxmundhum  

School Lucy describes it as a close-knit  

community: 

“I loved our year. We were all good  

friends and our classes were all really  

strong. I think that is something I will  

always treasure.” 



 

 


